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▪ Staff in the Ombudsman’s Office is prohibited from providing
legal advice. All Materials produced and provided to the public
are for informational purposes only and do not serve as legal
advice.
▪ Should confusion arise requiring the interpretation and
application of the law to your association's specific
circumstances, a legal opinion from a qualified attorney may
be necessary.
▪ Please review the course calendar, training request form, and
presentations published on the training webpage to gain an
understanding of additional opportunities for education and
training. See our training webpage at
http://red.nv.gov/Content/CIC/Program_Training/.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Key Terms

➢Reserve Study: A written instrument prepared by a reserve study specialist
(RSS) which identifies the expected costs of maintaining the common
elements over a 30-year projection.
➢Funding Plan: Long term (30-year) financial forecast of the revenue stream
required to provide adequate funding.
➢Budget: Estimate of revenue and expenses over a specific timeframe
(fiscal year).

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Key Terms continued
➢Adequately funded: funds sufficient to maintain the common elements:
➢At the level described in the governing documents and reserve study; and
➢without using funds from the operating accounts; and
➢without special or reserve assessments,
➢ except for unforeseen catastrophic events.

NAC 116.425(2)

➢The study is conducted to ensure the association has such funds when
needed.
NAC 116.070

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Key Terms continued
NRS 116.017

➢Common Elements:
➢In a condominium or cooperative:
➢ All portions of the CIC other than the units, including easements in favor of units
or the common elements over other units.

➢In a planned community:
➢ Any real estate within a planned community which is owned or leased by the
association, other than a unit.

➢In a CIC:
➢ Any other interests in real estate for the benefit of units’ owners which are subject
to the declaration.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Mandates
NRS 116.3115

➢The association’s budget MUST include a budget for the reserves.
➢All common expenses, including reserves, MUST be assessed against
ALL the units in accordance with the allocations specified in the
declaration.
➢Any such assessments imposed MUST be based on the study of the
reserves of the association [and the funding plan].

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Mandates continued
NRS 116.31152(1)

➢The board SHALL at least:
➢have a study conducted every 5 years
➢ Period begins on the date the on-site inspection of major components is
performed.
NAC 116.427

➢annually review the results of the study to ensure reserves are sufficient; and
➢annually make necessary adjustments to the funding plan to provide
adequate funding for the required reserves.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Creating the Fund: Purpose
NRS 116.3115(2)(b)

➢The reserves may only be used for the repair, replacement and
restorations of:
➢the major components of the common elements and
➢any other portion of the common-interest community (CIC) that the
association is obligated to maintain, repair, replace or restore, including:
➢ roofs,
➢ roads and
➢ sidewalks, etc.

➢Reserves must NOT be used for daily (routine) maintenance or operating
expenses.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Creating the Fund: Declarant Control
NRS 116.31038(3)(a)

➢Within 30 days after the units’ owners, other than the declarant, may elect
a majority of the members of the executive board the declarant SHALL
deliver to the association
➢ALL property of the units’ owners and
➢ALL property of the association held by or controlled by the declarant.
Including:
➢ a complete study of the reserves,
➢ a reserve account that contains the declarant’s share of the amounts then due,
and
➢ control of the account.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Creating the Fund: Declarant Control continued
NRS 116.31039

➢If a CIC is developed in separate phases and any declarant or successor
declarant is constructing any common elements which will be added to the
association, the declarant is responsible for:
➢paying ALL related expenses until they are conveyed to the association, and
➢delivering to the association that declarant’s share of the amount specified in
the study of the reserves completed.

➢Before conveyance, the constructing declarant SHALL deliver a study of
the reserves for the additional common elements.
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Creating the Fund: Association Control
NRS 116.3115(2)(b)

➢The association creates and maintains a reserve fund by using a funding
plan that is designed to allocate the long-term repair, replacement and
restoration costs over a period of years.
➢The association has complied with this provision if
➢the funding plan is designed in an actuarially sound manner which
➢ensures that sufficient money is available when
➢the repair, replacement and restoration of the major components of the
common elements becomes necessary.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Creating the Fund: Assessments
NRS 116.31152(2)(b)

➢Notwithstanding any provision of the governing documents to the contrary,
to establish adequate reserves the executive board MAY,
➢impose any necessary and reasonable assessments against the units in the
CIC,
➢ without seeking or obtaining the approval of the units’ owners.
* Budget meeting requirements still apply.

➢Any such assessments imposed must be based on the study of the
reserves of the association [and the funding plan].

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Creating the Fund: Budgeting
NAC 116.415

➢To maintain the reserve, an executive board SHALL include in the annual
budget:
➢an estimate of the amount of reserve funds necessary in the projected fiscal
year, based on industry standards; and
➢if the projected balance of the reserve account at the end of the budgeted
fiscal year is less than the amount as determined by the study of reserves
➢ the reason for the difference; and
➢ how this difference is proposed to be resolved by the board.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Knowledge Check
1. What does “Adequate Funding” mean?
2. At a minimum, how often must an association conduct a Reserve Study?
3. True/False: The reserves funds may only be used for the repair,
replacement and restoration of major components of the common
elements.
4. May reserve funds be used for daily (routine) maintenance?
5. Any assessment to establish adequate reserves must be based on
what?
6. Is the board required to obtain approval from unit owners to impose
necessary assessments for the reserve?
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Reserve Study Specialist (RSS)
NRS 116.31152(2)

➢A person who conducts a study of the reserves of an association.
NRS 116A.130

➢The study of the reserves MUST be conducted by a person licensed by
NRED.
➢If the CIC contains 20 or fewer units AND is located in a county whose
population is less than 55,000, the study may be conducted by any person
the board deems qualified to conduct the study.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS continued
NAC 116A.410

The Division shall maintain a list of all persons who have registered with the
Division as a reserve study specialist and make the list available to the
public.
https://red.prod.secure.nv.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS continued

https://red.prod.secure.nv.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

Select RSS
Select
License
number
drop down.
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RSS continued

https://red.prod.secure.nv.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx
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RSS continued

https://red.prod.secure.nv.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

All licensed
RSS will
appear

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH

DISCLAIMER
The Division
cannot and does
not recommend
or endorse any
specific agents
for service.
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RSS: Disclosures
NAC 116A.430

➢Before entering a contract to perform a reserve study, an RSS SHALL, in
writing, disclose:
➢any material and relevant information they know or should know relates to the
performance of the contract;
➢any matters which may affect their ability to comply with NRS, NAC, or any
regulations;
➢whether they expect to receive any direct or indirect compensation or profits
from any person who will perform services for the client (CIC) and,
➢ if so, the identity of the person;

➢their affiliation with or financial interest in any person who furnishes any
goods or services to the CIC for which the RSS will prepare the study; and
➢their personal relationship with any member of the executive board or officer
of the association for which the RSS will prepare the study.
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS: Disclosures continued
NAC 116.430

➢A person conducting a reserve study and any consultant assisting in the
studies preparation SHALL include the following disclosures in the study:
➢the background, training, qualifications and references that would qualify
them as competent to conduct the study;
➢any relationship which could result in actual or perceived conflicts of interest;
and
➢whether the person conducting or assisting in the preparation of the study is
bonded or has professional liability insurance with a minimum coverage of
$1,000,000.
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RSS: Disclosures continued
NAC 116.430

➢A person conducting a reserve study and any consultant assisting in the
studies preparation SHALL include the following disclosures in the study:
➢The method or methods for determining the common area components based
on:
➢ an actual on-site inspection of the common elements with representative
sampling;
➢ any inventory and material information provided by the client;
➢ a previous reserve study and the date of that study; or
➢ plats, governing documents or any other additional industry resources used by
the person conducting or assisting in the preparation of the reserve study.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS: Disclosures continued
NAC 116.430

➢A person conducting a reserve study and any consultant assisting in the
studies preparation SHALL include the following disclosures in the study:
➢Industry sources used for determining:
➢ the life of a major component of the common elements; and
➢ the cost of maintaining, repairing, replacing or restoring a major component of the
common elements.

➢If known, any express or implied guarantees that are provided by any
component manufacturer or service provider, with the predictions that would
affect the cost or life expectancy of any of the major components.
➢The source of the initial reserve fund balance presented in the reserve study.
➢Whether a reserve assessment is anticipated during the current 30-year life of
the reserve study.
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS: Disclosures continued
NAC 116.430

➢A person conducting a reserve study and any consultant assisting in the
studies preparation SHALL include the following disclosures in the study:
➢The source of the interest rate and inflation rate assumptions used in the 30year projection contained in the reserve study.
➢A statement, prominently displayed, which reads substantially as follows:
“Information provided to the preparer of a reserve study by an official representative
of the association regarding financial, historical, physical, quantitative or reserve
project issues will be deemed reliable by the preparer. A reserve study will be a
reflection of information provided to the preparer of the reserve study. The total of
actual or projected reserves required as presented in the reserve study is based
upon information provided that was not audited.
A reserve study is not intended to be used to perform an audit, an analysis of
quality, a forensic study or a background check of historical records. An on-site
inspection conducted in conjunction with a reserve study should not be deemed to
be a project audit or a quality inspection.”
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS: Disclosures continued
NAC 116.430

➢A person conducting a reserve study and any consultant assisting in the
studies preparation SHALL include the following disclosures in the study:
➢A listing of any significant components of the CIC that the association may be
obligated to maintain, repair, replace or restore which are not included in the
funding projection in the reserve study and the reason for excluding those
components from that projection.

➢For updated reserve studies, a statement, prominently displayed, which
reads substantially as follows:
“Quantities of major components of the common elements as reported in
previous reserve studies are deemed to be accurate and reliable. This reserve
study relies upon the validity of previous reserve studies.”
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS: Standards of Practice
NAC 116A.425(1)

➢An RSS who prepares a reserve study SHALL:
➢comply with applicable provisions of NRS & NAC 116, 116A, and any
applicable regulations;
➢comply with the relevant lawful provision of the governing documents of each
client;
➢agree to perform ONLY those reserve studies which the person can
reasonably expect to perform with professional competence;
➢exercise due care and exhibit adequate planning and supervision of conduct
relating to the performance of a reserve study;
➢make all disclosures as previously discussed;
➢maintain an inventory of reserve study records of each client for at least 6
years;
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS: Standards of Practice continued
NAC 116A.425(1)

➢An RSS who prepares a reserve study SHALL:
➢keep informed of new developments in the field through continuing education;
➢ensure that the information used to prepare a reserve study is complete
based upon information provided by the client, their experience and
background and from data reasonably available from industry sources;
➢maintain insurance for professional liability or a surety bond with a minimum
coverage of $1,000,000; and
➢cooperate with the Division in conducting any investigations.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS: Standards of Practice continued
NAC 116A.425(2)

➢An RSS who prepares a reserve study SHALL NOT:
➢knowingly make inaccurate or misleading representations or statements to a
prospective client; or
➢misrepresent facts for his or her own benefit.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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RSS: Ombudsman Discipline
NAC 116A.435

➢An RSS is subject to disciplinary action if they
➢commit unprofessional conduct;
➢commit professional incompetence;
➢commit gross negligence; or
➢commit a felony or any offense involving moral turpitude; or
➢have ever had a permit, license or designation from a nationally recognized
professional organization that authorized them to act as an RSS in another
jurisdiction revoked or suspended.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Knowledge Check

1. Who is authorized to conduct a reserve study?
2. Is an RSS required to be bonded or carry professional liability insurance?

3. True/False: An RSS may misrepresent facts for their own benefit.
4. What 5 actions may result in an RSS being disciplined by the
Ombudsman?

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents

➢A reserve study consists of two parts:
➢Physical Analysis – Analysis of the current condition of major common area
components through inventory, inspection and determination of remaining
useful life.
➢Financial Analysis – a recommended funding plan created by the executive
board to offset anticipated future expenses.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NRS 116.31152(3)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢A summary of an inspection of the major components of the common
elements and any other portion of the CIC that the association is obligated to
maintain, repair, replace or restore.
➢An identification of the major components of the common elements and any
other portion of the CIC that the association is obligated to maintain, repair,
replace or restore which have a remaining useful life of less than 30 years;
➢ An estimate of the remaining useful life of each major component of the common
elements
➢ An estimate of the cost of maintenance, repair, replacement or restoration of each
major component of the common elements during and at the end of its useful life;
and
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NRS 116.31152(3)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢An estimate of the total annual assessment necessary to cover the cost of
maintaining, repairing, replacement or restoration of the major components of
the common elements and any other portion of the CIC identified, after
➢ subtracting the reserves of the association as of the date of the study, and
➢ an estimate of the funding plan that may be necessary to provide adequate
funding for the required reserves.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NAC 116.425(1)(a)&(b)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢A 30-year schedule which shows:
➢ the actual or projected beginning balance of the reserve fund;
➢ the projected increase in reserve contributions to the reserve fund, adjusted for
inflation, that will be required in any given year to provide adequately funded
reserves;
➢ the estimated interest income, net of projected federal income tax, earned in the
reserve fund;
➢ the projected expenditures from the reserve fund; and
➢ the projected ending balance of the reserve fund;

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NAC 116.425(1)(c)-(i)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢The names and credentials of any consultants and other persons with
expertise used to assist in the preparation of the reserve study;
➢Any written reports prepared by consultants and other persons with expertise;
➢If there are any conflicting recommendations of the consultants or other
persons with expertise while preparing the reserve study,
➢ a written explanation as to which recommendations were selected and the
reasons for their selection;

➢The number of units in the association;
➢A general statement describing the current status of the reserve fund;
➢A general statement describing the overall status of the reserves of the
association;
➢The beginning and ending dates for which, the reserve study is prepared;
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NAC 116.425(1)(j)-(l)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢A general statement describing the reconciliation, development or
computation of the initial balance of the reserve fund;
➢A listing and detailed description of each major component of the common
elements;
➢A table showing the remaining useful life of each major component of the
common elements from the time of each component's initial or last
installation, maintenance, repair, replacement or restoration;
➢Using the current replacement cost, a 30-year table that reflects the projected
ending reserve fund balance for each year as compared to the fully funded
balance for that year;
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NAC 116.425(1)(m)&(n)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢A general statement describing the objectives of the funding plan that is
designed to allocate the costs for the maintenance, repair, replacement and
restoration of the major components of the common elements and the
methods used in projecting the 30-year funding plan, using the following
terms and discussing, where applicable:
➢ Full funding;
➢ Threshold funding; and
➢ Baseline funding;

➢A statement identifying the sources relied upon to obtain an estimate for the
cost of maintain, repair, replace or restore a major component of the common
elements;
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NAC 116.425(1)(o)(1)(I)&(II)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢A detailed description of the type of reserve study that was performed, and
the level of service accorded to the reserve study, including whether the
reserve study was:
➢ A full reserve study in which the following tasks were performed:
➢ An inventory and measurement of the major components of the common
elements and any other portion of the CIC that the association is obligated to
maintain, repair, replace or restore;
➢ An assessment of the condition of the major components of the common
elements and any other portion of the CIC that the association is obligated to
maintain, repair, replace or restore, which is based upon on-site visual
observations if such components and portions are reasonably accessible for
such observation;
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NAC 116.425(1)(o)(1)(III)-(v)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢A detailed description of the type of reserve study that was performed, and
the level of service accorded to the reserve study, including whether the
reserve study was:
➢ A full reserve study in which the following tasks were performed:
➢ Estimates of the remaining useful life and valuation of the major components
of the common elements and any other portion of the CIC that the association
is obligated to maintain, repair, replace or restore;
➢ Financial analysis of data and status of the reserve fund; and
➢ Development of a funding plan.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NAC 116.425(1)(o)(2)(I)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢A detailed description of the type of reserve study that was performed, and
the level of service accorded to the reserve study, including whether the
reserve study was:
➢ An update to a previous reserve study made in which the following tasks were
performed:
➢ A verification of previous inventory of the major components of the common
elements and any other portion of the CIC.
➢ A quantification of the major components is not required, unless
➢ new major components of the common elements have been added,
or
➢ the existing inventory of major components of the common elements
has changed;
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents continued
NAC 116.425(1)(o)(2)(II)-(V)

➢The study of the reserves MUST include:
➢A detailed description of the type of reserve study that was performed, and
the level of service accorded to the reserve study, including whether the
reserve study was:
➢ An update to a previous reserve study made in which the following tasks were
performed:
➢ An assessment of the condition of the major component of the common
elements which is based upon on-site visual observations if such components
and portions are reasonably accessible for such observation;
➢ Estimates of the remaining useful life and valuation of the major components
of the common elements;
➢ Financial analysis of data and the status of the current reserve fund; and
➢ Development of the funding plan.
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents: Funding Plan
NAC 116.425(2)

➢Reserve Study

Funding Plan

FY Budget

➢Every association has different reserve requirements depending on the
scope and timing of that association’s reserve projects.
➢Current “strength” of the Reserve begins with the “Fully Funded” level
identified in the Reserve Study divided by the fund balance at any given
time.
➢ Fully Funded amount is based on a complex formula used by
RSS, not a simple cash flow or expense calculation.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Contents: Funding Plan continued
NAC 116.425

Full Funding:
the projected balance is equal to the fully funded balance of 100%; all
money required to carry out reserve projects for that year is in the reserve
account, ready to be spent.
Threshold Funding:
establishing a reserve funding goal of keeping the reserve balance above a
specified percent funded amount [Ex. 75%]; less stringent than full funding
and allows room to adjust the funding plan.
Baseline Funding:
objective of keeping the reserve cash balance at least above zero; most
dangerous type of funding and typically leads to special assessments.
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Study Example: Fund Summary

Equals $9.16
per unit owner
per month.
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Study Example: Current Budget
The association
has sufficient
funds through
2028.
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Study Example: Current Budget
The association
has sufficient
funds through
2028.
At year 2029, the
association runs
out of funds.
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Study Example: Current Budget with 4% Annual Increase
The association
has sufficient
funds through
2028.
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Study Example: Current Budget with 4% Annual Increase
The association
has sufficient
funds through
2028.
At year 2029, the
association is
short of funds and
at year 2033 they
are out of money.
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Study Example: Recommendations
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Study Example: Minimum Proposed New Budget
The association
has sufficient
funds throughout
the 30-year
projection.
The association is
never more than
69% funded.
This is an
example of
“Threshold”
funding.
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Study Example: Recommendations
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Study Example: Recommended New Budget
The association
has sufficient
funds throughout
the 30 year
projection.
The association
reaches 100%
funding by end of
30 year
projection.
This is an
example of “Fully
Funded”.
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Study Example: Zero Balance Budget
The association
has sufficient
funds each year.

The association
must dramatically
adjust
assessments
every year.
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Study Example: Zero Balance (Baseline) Budget

Can your
association
increase
assessment this
much in a single
year?
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Notification to NRED
➢Not later than 210 days after the executive board receives a draft of the
reserve study, the executive board SHALL submit a summary to the
Division by filing a Form 609 as prescribed by the Division.
➢The Division may post the summary of the results of the reserve studies filed
with the Division on its website.
NAC 116.435

➢A summary of the study of the reserves MUST be submitted to the Division
not later than 45 DAYS after the date the executive board adopts the
results of the study.
NRS 116.31152(4)

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Knowledge Check
1. Is an estimate of the remaining useful life of each major component of
the common element required in the reserve study?
2. Each reserve study covers a time frame of how many years?
3. True/False: The Reserve Study MAY NOT include the number of units in
the association.
4. Where would a board find the entire list of requirements for a reserve
study?

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Managing the Fund
NRS 116.3115(2)(b)

➢The reserves may only be used for the repair, replacement and restoration
of:
➢the major components of the common elements and
➢any other portion of the common-interest community (CIC) that the
association is obligated to maintain, repair, replace or restore, including:
➢ roofs,
➢ roads and
➢ sidewalks, etc.

➢Reserves must NOT be used for daily (routine) maintenance or operating
expenses.
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Managing the Fund: Withdrawals
NRS 116.31153

➢Money in the Reserve Account may NOT be withdrawn without the
signatures of at least:
➢2 directors or
➢1 director and 1 officer.

The Community Manager may NEVER be a signatory on the reserve account!
NRS 116A.640(5)

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Review & Audit: Distribution
NRS 116.31151(1)(a)

➢Unless the CC&R imposes more stringent standards, not less than 30
days or more than 60 days before the beginning of the association’s fiscal
year, the executive board SHALL prepare and distribute to each unit
owner’s designated mail OR email address, a copy of:
➢The budget for daily operations which includes any contributions to be made
to the reserve account of the association;

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Review & Audit: Distribution continued
NRS 116.31151(1)(b)(3)&(4)

➢Unless the CC&R imposes more stringent standards, not less than 30
days or more than 60 days before the beginning of the association’s fiscal
year, the executive board SHALL prepare and distribute to each unit
owner’s designated mail OR email address:
➢A statement as to whether the executive board has determined, or
anticipates, that the levy of one or more special assessments will be
necessary
➢ to repair, replace or restore any major components or any portion of the CIC, or
➢ to provide adequate funding for the reserves designated for that purpose; and

➢A general statement describing the procedures used for the estimation and
accumulation of cash reserves, including
➢ the qualifications of the person responsible for the preparation of the study of the
reserves.
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Review & Audit: Distribution continued
NRS 116.31151(2)

➢In lieu of distributing copies of the budgets, the board MAY distribute to
each unit’s owner a summary of the budgets, accompanied with written
notice that
➢the budgets are available for review at the business office of the association,
or
➢ some other suitable location within the county where the CIC is situated, or
➢ within one of the counties but not exceeding 60 miles from the physical location of
the CIC; and

➢copies of the budgets will be provided upon request.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Review & Audit: Unit Owner
NRS 116.31175(1)&(2)&(3)

➢The executive board SHALL, upon written request of a unit’s owner, make
available the study of the reserves.
➢The executive board SHALL provide a copy of the reserve study to a unit’s
owner or the Ombudsman within 21 DAYS after receiving a written
request.
➢MUST be provided in electronic format at NO CHARGE, or
➢at a fee to cover the actual costs of preparing a copy.
➢ Such fee MAY NOT exceed 25 cents per page for the first 10 pages, and 10 cents
per additional page.

➢If the executive board fails to provide a copy within 21 days, the board
MAY be fined a penalty of $25 for each day the record is not provided.
Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Review & Audit: Quarterly Meeting
NRS 116.31083(7)(b)&(d)

➢At least once every quarter, at an OPEN executive board meeting, the
board SHALL review (not all inclusive):
➢A current year-to-date schedule of revenues and expenses for the reserve
account, compared to the budget for the account; and
➢a current reconciliation of the reserve account.

Office of the Ombudsman for CICCH
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Ombudsman
NRS 116.625

➢The Ombudsman SHALL compile and maintain a registration of each
association organized which includes
➢whether the study of the reserves of the association has been conducted and
➢the date on which it was completed.
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Ombudsman continued
NRS 116.750

➢The Division and the Ombudsman have jurisdiction to investigate and
➢the Commission and each hearing panel has jurisdiction to take appropriate
action against any person who commits a violation, including:
➢ Any association and any officer, employee or agent of an association;
➢ any member of the executive board;
➢ any community manager;
➢ any person who conducts a study of reserves;
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Ombudsman continued
NRS 116.750

➢The Division and the Ombudsman have jurisdiction to investigate and
➢the Commission and each hearing panel has jurisdiction to take appropriate
action against any person who commits a violation, including:
➢ any declarant or affiliate of a declarant;
➢ any unit’s owner; and
➢ any tenant of a unit’s owner if
➢ the tenant has entered into an agreement with the unit’s owner to abide by
the governing documents of the association and
➢ the provisions of this chapter and any regulations adopted pursuant thereto.
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Ombudsman continued
NAC 116.405

➢In determining whether a member of the executive board has performed
their fiduciary duties, the Commission may consider whether the board
member has
➢caused the association to consult with appropriate professionals as necessary
before making any major decision including,
➢consulting with a registered reserve study specialist.
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Knowledge Check
1. How many signatures are required to withdraw funds from the reserve
account?
2. Who is authorized to be a signer on the reserve account?
3. May a community manager be a signor on a withdrawal from a reserve
account?
4. Must the board provide unit owners with a copy of the reserve study?

5. How often must the association review the budget and the reserves?
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Conclusion!
➢Key Terms
➢Mandates
➢Creating the Fund

➢Study Example
➢Notification to NRED
➢Managing the Fund

➢Reserve Study
Specialist (RSS)
➢Study Contents

➢Review & Audit
➢Ombudsman
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Questions?
• http://red.nv.gov/ - Main Page
• CICOmbudsman@red.nv.gov – Email Questions
• http://red.nv.gov/Content/CIC/Program_Training/
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